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Abstract—This article discusses a protocol to facilitate decentralised exchanges on an order-driven market through a consortium of market services operators. We discuss whether this hybrid protocol combining a centralised initiation phase with a decentralised execution phase outperforms fully centralised exchanges with regards to efficiency and security. Here, a fully efficient and fully secure protocol is defined as one where traders incur no trading costs or opportunity costs and counterparty risk is absent. We devise a protocol addressing the main downsides in the decentralised exchange process that uses a facilitating distributed ledger, maintains an order book and monitors the order status in real-time to provide accurate exchange rate information and performance scoring of participants. We show how performance ratings can lower opportunity costs and how a rolling benchmark rate of verifiable trades can be used to establish a trustworthy exchange rate between cryptocurrencies. The formal validation of the proposed technical mechanisms is the subject of future work.

Index Terms—Cryptocurrencies, Atomic Swap, Cross-Chain Trading, Hashed Time-Locked Contracts (HTLC), Exchange Rates, Order Books, Order-Driven Markets, Quality Scoring

I. Introduction

With the introduction of the Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System ‘Bitcoin’ [1] and the subsequent creation of many so-called Altcoins utilising similar principles, the problem of exchanging cryptocurrencies has emerged. Such exchanges are fundamental for the long-term development of a diverse and robust cryptocurrency ecosystem [2], [3]. To facilitate the full degree of economic activities in such a heterogeneous environment, exchanges between fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies as well as exchanges amongst cryptocurrencies are necessary. ‘CoinBene’, the largest cryptocurrency exchange [4], saw a trading volume of approximately $1.5 B over a 24 hour period in November 2019 [4]. This illustrates the potential size of the cryptocurrency exchange market.

A. Exchange Paradigms

Commercial providers offering cryptocurrency exchange capabilities on the market today act as centralised exchanges (CEXs). They provide market-making capabilities by serving the public’s demand to trade with immediacy by standing ready to buy currency from participants who wish to sell and selling to participants who wish to buy [5]. Immediacy is provided by holding sufficiently large quantities of all cryptocurrencies for which exchanges are supported. This model is well understood in academia and industry since it is based on the same principles as foreign exchange spot trading where trading firms act as market makers.

The concept of decentralised exchanges (DEXs), however, is less well defined. Fundamentally, any exchange of different cryptocurrencies can be implemented as a peer-to-peer transaction in which one participant (the initiator) transfers a previously agreed amount of one cryptocurrency to another participant who in turn transfers a previously agreed amount of a different cryptocurrency back to the initiator. The goal of this paradigm is to eliminate the negative effects that arise from the involvement of a third party (cf. section I-B) through their disintermediation. DEXs leave critical functions, such as transaction signing, to the individual actors [6].

B. Risks and Benefits of Different Exchange Paradigms

Since CEXs require participants to settle their obligations first, participants are exposed to counterparty risk: the risk of funds being lost on the provider side. The recent past has provided several examples of the loss of assets in the exchange process, either due to theft or exchanges shutting down [7], [8]. Exchanges with high transaction volumes were found to be more likely to experience a breach leading to theft, while smaller exchanges were found to have a higher...
risk of shutting down prematurely [9]. Furthermore, the fact that considerable bid-ask spreads are observed for centralised exchanges [10] shows that such centralised models are accompanied by significant trading costs. Centralised providers also had restricted access to their offerings in the past [11]. The advantages of the centralised paradigm are faster processing of trades by holding a reserve of cryptocurrencies on the exchange side, the possibility of dealing in fiat currencies and the availability of more complex trading products.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>CEX</th>
<th>DEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk of misappropriation of funds in transit</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion of participants</td>
<td>Feasible</td>
<td>Unfeasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct trading costs</td>
<td>Prevalent</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trading partner discovery</td>
<td>Trivial</td>
<td>Complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange rate transparency</td>
<td>Transparent</td>
<td>Opaque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity costs due to tied capital</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decentralised exchange processes in their purest form—not involving any third party at any point of the process—overcome most of the risks that are observed in centralised exchanges. They do come with unique downsides though. Participants must follow suitable protocols to allow for recovering funds from an uncooperative counterparty (cf. section I-C) to reliably eliminate counterparty risk. This is essential since in decentralised exchange scenarios, trades may be established on an ad hoc basis between distrusting and potentially pseudonymous actors, making it challenging to rely on law enforcement and the legal system to recoup losses. In addition to these serious downsides, due to their nature, DEXs lack rate discovery mechanisms and require manual matching of the buy and sell sides. Furthermore, DEXs that are based on protocols that lock collateral (either via timing constraints or through the collateralisation of external vaults) can incur opportunity costs for the participants in cases where trades that were previously agreed upon fail through. Table I highlights which paradigm is beneficial to traders based on the discussed aspects.

### C. Related Work

The Ethereum community has created the Ethereum Improvement Proposal (ERC) 20 [12] that is widely recognised as de facto standard for tokens on the Ethereum network and asserts enabling decentralised exchanges as one of its main objectives. While only low exchange volumes between different ERC-20 based tokens have been observed in actuality [13], a great deal of attention has been paid to the problem of exchanging different types of assets backed by one chain. Atomic cross chain swaps, i.e., exchanges of assets on different chains with transactionality, however, are still a nascent field of research. The prevalent paradigm underlying atomic cross chain swaps are ‘Hashed Time-Locked Contracts’ (HTLC), allowing for off-chain contract negotiations. This paradigm is believed to have emerged on the Bitcoin blockchain [14] and was subsequently implemented on various blockchains [15], [16] and formally studied [14],[17]. While alternative approaches using multi-signature transactions [18] or the collateralisation of independent vaults [19] have been proposed to improve the speed or costs of swaps, HTLCs remain the prevailing approach [20]. Most relevant cryptocurrencies in use today can be connected through HTLCs [21].

In addition to these contributions in the technological field, significant findings in the architecture and design of DEX have been made. Lin [22] analysed different implementations of DEX with varying compositions of central components and decentralised protocols. She defines discovery mechanisms as a distinctive characteristic of an exchange architecture and differentiates between on-chain and off-chain order books, showing how on-chain order books provide censorship resistant, trustless matching while off-chain order books provide better performance and lower cost. Fully decentralised exchanges maintaining no central components were criticised for being vulnerable to arbitrage through the exploitation of timing issues related to on-chain, smart contract-mediated trades [23]. Several exchange protocols support off-chain order books. Among those are ‘0x’ [24] where ‘relayers host and maintain an off-chain order book in exchange for transaction fees’, ‘Swap’ [25], that introduces ‘indexers’ as off-chain services that aggregate and match peers based on their intent to trade and ‘IDEX’ [26], an exchange that approaches off-chain order books by maintaining a centralised trading engine. These protocols all operate on the Ethereum blockchain.

### D. Motivation

This article outlines the ongoing work of validating the hypothesis that a protocol that allows for initialising decentralised exchanges via a consortium of market services operators on a supporting distributed ledger system improves exchange processes. Ultimately, we aim to examine whether the protocol proposed outperforms traditional exchanges with regards to efficiency—as measured by trading costs and opportunity costs—and security—as measured by counterparty risk. This paper approaches this question by describing a prototypical protocol.

### II. Methods

#### A. Environment

The environment within which the protocol operates shown in figure 1 consists of a supporting DLT network \( \gamma \) that is shared by the the market services operators \( O_{1..n} \) and the exchange participants (i.e. \( I, II \)) as well as other blockchains maintaining the supported cryptocurrencies (i.e. \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \)).

Participants of the protocol operate nodes on \( \gamma \) that serve the purpose of exchanging messages with an instance of \( O \) during exchange rate discovery (cf. section II-B1) and order matching (cf. section II-B2). In contrast to ephemeral address-based identities that are common on public permissionless blockchains, participant nodes on \( \gamma \) are associated with durable identities, meaning they are unique and will not change over time. This property makes the node identity a suitable identifier for an evolving performance score as this score will be based on multiple trades over a longer period of time. Participant nodes will persist information about orders they are planning to engage in internally in order to keep track of obligations.
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The score reporting facility will equally access the order book, This trade information is extracted from the order book that is viewed of rates and scores throughout the network of market services held on two blockchains, there is a pair of factors exchanges. The protocol can be applied to any scenario where used/centralised hybrid protocol that facilitates HTLC-based recover from a subset of dishonest market service operators. Using a Byzantine fault tolerant [27] consensus protocol between market service operators allows the system to maintain addresses on both as these hold the currencies they aim to exchange. Both α and β maintain addresses on each blockchain in order to preserve their privacy.

Operation of Market Service Nodes: Order book data held by O is replicated via a point-to-point protocol and evolved via the unspent transaction output (UTXO) model, ensuring a coherent view of rates and scores throughout the network of market service operators. Using a Byzantine fault tolerant [27] consensus protocol between market service operators allows the system to recover from a subset of dishonest market service operators.

B. Protocol

The proposed protocol is a multi-stage decentralised/centralised hybrid protocol that facilitates HTLC-based exchanges. The protocol can be applied to any scenario where there is a pair of actors \( \{I, II\} \) that wish to exchange cryptocurrencies held on two blockchains, α and β, that support HTLCs with compatible hash functions (cf. section I-C) through a facilitating DLT system γ. γ acts as an environment offering a matching engine, a rate reporting facility, a score reporting facility and an execution monitoring facility, all backed by a centrally stored order book, in an effort to alleviate the downsides of pure DEXs.

The protocol encompasses the following steps:

1) Exchange Rate Discovery: The figure 2 shows the optional first step of the protocol. In this step, participants can query a price-reporting facility deployed in γ for the exchange rate between two given currencies.

This facility can be used by both parties of an exchange to determine a fair exchange rate. The rate obtained is informational, but constitutes actionable information for those participants who wish to execute a trade at a market price, similar to the way centralised exchanges would offer a fixed rate to their clients.

2) Order Matching: The environment in which this protocol operates constitutes an order-driven market, which is defined as a market in which heterogeneous agents trade via a central order-matching mechanism [28]. Central order matching is provided by a matching engine deployed in γ.

a) Sell Side: To encode an order for exchanging a defined amount of one cryptocurrency for another, any account holder on γ can post an order message to the matching engine (cf. figure 3). Some technological prerequisites have to be met to enable γ to process these requests in a performant and privacy-preserving manner.

The order posted using the matching engine includes the parameters relevant to the trade (units offered, \( u_s \), and units sought, \( u_b \)) and the technical parameters necessary for performing the trade via an HTLC (success address, \( addr_s \); failure address, \( addr_f \); and the locking secret hash). Furthermore, \( Participant_1 \) will include a minimal performance rating \( p_{\text{min}} \)
in the order. This value is used as a threshold to exclude participants whose past performance was below expectations (cf. section II-B4). The matching engine will store the order in the order book with a status of Open.

b) Buy Side: Potential buyers can query the matching engine for orders that are of interest to them. As shown in figure 4, the matching engine will filter the order book by the cryptocurrency pair defined by the querying party, taking into account their performance rating.
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Figure 4. Participant $I$ indicates to the matching engine that they are willing to buy units of $b$ in exchange for $s$ as well as the minimum performance rating $p_{\text{min}}$, they expect the counterparty to have. The matching engine subsequently queries the order book for all orders with status $s$ of Open that match both the performance rating requirement $p_{\text{min}}$ of the buyer and their rating $P_{I1}$. The matching engine then returns appropriate orders with their IDs $\text{tid}$ along with the actual performance rating of the seller $p$.

Subsequently, some aspects of all orders they qualify for based on their personal performance rating are made available to them. These aspects are the units offered ($u_b$) and the units sought ($u_s$). No other data about the order are provided before a buyer expresses their intention to enter in a trade.

3) Exchange: Once a buyer expresses their intention to engage in a particular trade—as referenced by its offer ID—this trade will no longer be visible to other potential buyers in the order book of the matching engine and the details of the trade will be made available to the buyer. The buyer also needs to communicate their success address (where they seek to receive funds) and failure address (where they can be refunded) to the seller (cf. figure 5).
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Figure 5. Participant $I$ instructs their node on $\gamma$ to claim a trade as referenced by its id $\text{tid}$. The matching engine removes the trade from the list of available trades. Subsequently the user nodes exchange the necessary information to invoke the HTLC protocol in $\alpha$ and $\beta$ ($m_1$, $m_2$).

$\text{Participant}_I$ and $\text{Participant}_{I1}$ then engage in an exchange by following the respective HTLC protocol connecting blockchains $\alpha$ and $\beta$. While there are subtle differences between the implementations of HTLCs on different chains, in essence, an HTLC protocol will allow a participant to lock the requested amount of assets for a predefined duration. If within that duration, a counterparty can present cryptographic proof of payment of the expected exchange amount to the expected exchange address, the locked funds will automatically be transferred to the counterparty’s stated target address [29]. This process is based on a bilateral HTLC and does not require any involvement of $\gamma$, thus maintaining the atomicity of the exchange.

4) Execution Monitoring: The system proposed alleviates the downsides of centralised exchanges (cf. table I) by offering key data in two dimensions: a trustworthy exchange rate and a performance rating. A trustworthy exchange rate is defined as a rolling benchmark rate calculated as a result of actual trades. Actual trades are trades that were verified to have happened. A participant’s performance rating is computed using the total volume of their successfully fulfilled obligations $t_s$ in relation to the total volume of their failed trades ($t_f$), i.e. $P = t_s - t_f$. Variations in this score could cap $P$ at a defined threshold to prevent leaking the total trade volumes to third parties or weigh more recent transactions higher.
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Figure 6. A market operator node observes the blockchains $\alpha$ and $\gamma$, feeding relevant transactions ($tx_i$, $tx_{\beta}$) back to the internal score reporting facility.

Measuring exchange rates and performance ratings require the monitoring of actual exchanges. Therefore, the execution monitoring system will monitor all supported blockchains (i.e. $\alpha$, $\beta$, etc.) on an ongoing basis (cf. figure 6). Since transactions on these blockchains are public, it is feasible to observe all transfers, identifying the trades that were established in an earlier step (cf. section II-B2a). Once a transfer is observed, the performance rating of the participant will be updated. Subsequently, the rolling exchange rate will take the trade into account.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Context of the Protocol

Using native HTLC technology of the underlying blockchains, the protocol exhibits high latency since it requires transactions to be settled on-chain. The cost incurred for participating in the protocol is dependent on the operational costs relayed from market service providers. Should no direct costs be charged, then this total cost of participation is limited to gas costs and opportunity costs for tied capital. Opportunity costs for tied capital are expected to be lower for this protocol when compared to a protocol that does not employ performance monitoring. The protocol provides privacy by keeping the order book exclusive to operators of market service nodes. In contrast to on-ledger order books, here, the public cannot inspect the order book directly. The protocol offers high interoperability as it allows to connect arbitrary blockchains that support HTLC.
B. Security Analysis

While using bilateral HTLC precludes the protocol from being vulnerable to participant assets being stolen, other attacks are conceivable: Market services operator nodes are intended to be operated by a consortium of honest actors. A majority of honest actors is necessary to maintain a system that reports correct scores for participants. Should this majority not exist, then dishonest market services operator nodes can collude and report arbitrary ratings for participants. They could also form a cabal with preferred users, redistributing lucrative trades to them. Furthermore, dishonest market services operators could slow down the protocol by delaying messages to a point where it would become unattractive to participants.

IV. Conclusion

This paper discusses our ongoing work exploring decentralised exchange initiation via a supporting DLT system. We propose a protocol and message format for exchanging the trade information and technical attributes necessary for establishing HTLC-based exchanges between potentially distrusting actors. Framing the decentralised exchange space as an order-driven market, we show how this protocol can ease trading partner discovery, thus lowering the friction during the preliminary phase of a trade. We show how performance scoring can lower opportunity costs by reducing the risk of trades falling through. We show how a rolling benchmark rate of verifiable trades can establish a trustworthy exchange rate between cryptocurrencies. This approach bears similarities to existing protocols that utilise off-chain order books with the difference that it can operate cross-chain and that it introduces the concept of a consortium of market services operators. While the protocol is effective under the assumption of the honesty of a majority of market services operators, we show that it is vulnerable to attacks from dishonest operators that collude with other network participants.

Given these findings, future work should focus on further decentralising the protocol, using techniques like zero-knowledge proofs, to make exchange rate and reliability score discovery independent of a central actor or centralised consortium.
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